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Abstract
In this article Hopf parametric adjunctions are defined and analysed within the context of the 2-adjunction
of the type Adj-Mnd. In order to do so, the definition of adjoint objects in the 2-category of adjunctions and
in the 2-category of monads for Cat are revised and characterized. This article finalises with the application
of the obtained results on current categorical characterization of Hopf Monads.
In memory of Lecter and Cosmo
Introduction
In 2002, I. Moerdijk [5] characterized the liftings of a monoidal structure to the category of Eilenberg-Moore
algebras, for a related initial monad. This characterization lead to the definition of a opmonoidal monad.
In 2011, A. Bruguie`res, S. Lack and A. Virelizier [1] characterized the liftings of a closed monoidal structure
through the concept of a Hopf monad. These two examples will be analysed in the context of higher category
theory.
This article belong to a series where 2-adjunctions of the type Adj-Mnd are applied to classical monad
theory. In this installment, the author analyse adjoint objects and parametric adjunctions within this context.
On the last subject, that of parametric adjunctions, this article is mainly based upon the ideas laid out
in the seminal article of A. Bruguie`res et. al. [1]. In order to apply the 2-adjunction Adj-Mnd, the ideas
are developed into a 2-categorical framework, cf. [3]. It is in this framework that the Hopf monad concept,
for a monoidal closed structure, is extended to the concept of Hopf 1-cells and adjoint parametric objects on
certain 2-categories.
Without any further ado, the structure of the article is given.
In chapter 1, the 2-categorical structure needed for the rest of the article is given, namely the construction
of the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
.
In chapter 2, adjoints objects in the 2-categories Adj
R
(Cat) and Mnd(Cat) are revised and character-
ized. The characterization of such objects is done based on [1] which is suitable for the 2-categorical context
of the article.
In chapter 3, the concept of (left) Hopf 1-cells is defined within the 2-category Adj
R
(Cat) and it is used
in order to construct the Hopf parametric adjoint objects in that 2-category. The concept of antipode is
∗Contact: avazquez@uiwbajio.mx
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reconstructed there.
In chapter 4, the concept of Hopf 1-cells is provided within the 2-category Mnd(Cat) and it is used in
order to construct the corresponding Hopf parametric adjoint objects for that 2-category.
In chapter 5, the condition for being Hopf 1-cell and the related struture, that of a parametric adjoint
object, is analysed through the 2-adjunction. The condition for a 1-cell to be Hopf 1-cell is preserved and
then Hopf 1-cells, in each 2-category, are compared using the 2-adjunction. At the end, using the isomor-
phism of categories, induced by the 2-adjunction, a bijection of Hopf parametric adjoint objects is found.
In chapter 6, remaining concepts and statements are done in order to get the main theorem of the ar-
ticle which gives a bijection between Hopf parametric liftings, mimicking those liftings for the closure of
a monoidal structure [1], and certain parametric adjoint objects is given. This chapter finalises with the
corresponding application to Hopf monads in a monoidal category which was the main inspiration for this
extension to a 2-categorical context.
A list of the notations and conventions taken in this article is given as follows. Consider an adjunction
L ⊣ R, its unit and counit are denoted as ηRL and εLR, respectively. This notation might be complicated but
refrain one from running out of, and a posteriori very needed, the finite set of greek letters. Nevertheless,
the notation will be simplyfied whenever possible. For example, if the adjunction comes from a free-forgetful
case, i.e. F S ⊣ US, the unit can be written as ηUFS or when a parametric adjunction is involved, on P ,
FP ⊣ GP its unit can be written as η
GFP . The direction of the adjunction L ⊣ R will be taken as the direction
of its left adjoint functor L, therefore the domain category of the adjunction is the domain category of L.
The triangular identity given by εLRL◦LηRL = 1L will be refered to as the triangular identity associated to L.
For the 2-category Cat, of small categories and functors, the notation C will be used instead.
The notation 1∗ will be used for cases like 1PE whenever the context allows it. Also, in the cartesian
monoidal structure for Cat, whenever possible L× P will be understood as L× 1P , for example.
In the proof of the communativity for a diagram, arguments based on the naturality property of a certain
transformation will ommited whenever possible, in order to spare for the numerous details. The pasting
composition of 2-cells will be denoted as ·p.
1 The 2-category context
The 2-category context needed for this article is the following 2-adjunction
ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
: Adj
R
(Cat) −→Mnd(Cat)
the subindex E refers to the Eilenberg-Moore objects, since Cat admits the construction of algebras, and
the superindex M refers to the monad case [3]. Whenever possible, one or both indexes will be dropped.
1.1 The 2-category Adj
R
(C)
The n-cells for the domain 2-category, Adj
R
(C), are the following:
i) The 0-cells are adjunctions L ⊣ R : C −→ X .
ii) The 1-cells are of the form (J, V, λJV, ρJV ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R and depicted as
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C D
X Y
J //
L

R
OO
L

R
OO
V
//
where
C D
X Y
J //
L

L

V
//
λJV

C D
X Y
R
OO
J //
V
//
R
OO
ρJV --
are mates and such that ρJV is an isomorphism. The inverse of ρJV will be denoted as δJV or ̺JV .
Because of the previous, the notation can be shorten to (J, V, λJV ) or even to (J, V ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R,
whenever the left mate is understood or unimportant. Since the right mate is an isomorphism, the
2-category will be denoted as Adj
R
(C).
Note: In general, the mate of a natural transformation ϑ : LF −→ GL might be denoted as
RmR(ϑ) = ε
LR ·p ϑ ·p η
RL = RGεLR ◦RϑR ◦ ηRLFR : FR −→ RG.
iii) The 2-cells are comprissed of a pair of natural transformations (α, β) where α : J −→ J ′ and β : V −→
V ′ such that one of the following equivalent requirements is fulfilled
†) βL ◦ λJV = λJ
′V ′ ◦ Lα
‡) Rβ ◦ ρJV = ρJ
′V ′ ◦ αR
1.2 The 2-category Mnd(C)
The n-cells for the 2-category Mnd(C) are described as follows.
i) The 0-cells are monads (C, S, µS, ηS), whose short notation is (C, S).
ii) The 1-cells are pairs of the form (B,ψB) : (C, S) −→ (D, T )
C D
C D
B //
T

S

B
//
ψB

where this natural transformation fulfills the following equations
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ψB ◦ µTB = BµS ◦ ψBS ◦ TψB
ψB ◦ ηTB = BηS
these equations might be refered to as the compatibility, with the product and the unit of the monads,
conditions.
iii) The 2-cells θ : (A,ψA) −→ (B,ψB) are just natural transformations θ : A −→ B : C −→ D such that
the following equation takes place
ψB ◦ Tθ = θS ◦ ψA
1.3 The 2-functor ΦM
E
The 2-functor ΦM
E
: Adj
R
(C) −→Mnd(C) is defined on n-cells as follows
i) For the 0-cell, L ⊣ R : C −→ X , ΦM
E
(L ⊣ R) = (C, RL,RεLRL, ηRL). That is to say, the monad induced
on the domain of the adjunction.
ii) For the 1-cell, (J, V, λJV ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R,
ΦM
E
(J, V, λJV ) = (J, ̺JVL ◦RλJV ) : (C, RL) −→ (D, RL)
it will be useful to provide the following notation, Φ(λJV ) = ̺JVL ◦RλJV .
iii) For the 2-cell, (α, β), ΦM
E
(α, β) = α.
1.4 The 2-functor ΨM
E
The 2-functor ΨM
E
:Mnd(C) −→ Adj
R
(C) can be constructed if the initial 2-category admits the construction
of algebras [6], which is certainly the case for Cat. It is defined on n-cells as follows.
i) For (C, S), ΨM
E
(C, S) = F S ⊣ US : C −→ CS. The category CS is the Eilenberg-Moore category for the
monad S, on C, and the adjunction is the usual free-forgetful adjunction.
ii) For (B,ψB) : (C, S) −→ (D, T ).
ΨM
E
(B,ψB) = (B, B̂, λBB̂ ) : F S ⊣ US −→ F T ⊣ UT as in
C D
CS DT
B //
FT

UT
OO
FS

US
OO
B̂
//
where the functor B̂ : CS −→ DT is defined as
B̂(M,kM ) =
(
BUS(M,kM ), BU
SεUFS(M,kM) · ψ
BUS(M,kM)
)
(1)
for (M,kM) in C
S. On morphisms, B̂(m) = Bm. The left mate λBB̂ fulfills the following equation
UTλBB̂ = ψB . It will be useful to make the following notation Ψ(ψB) = λBB̂
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Another notation for such a functor would be Lψ(B) := B̂, where the author is considering that L
stands for lifting. Also, the notation Bψ is particularly useful. The author will use any of these nota-
tions that suits better to the context at hand.
The bar over the morphism m means that, although m is in C, it fulfills an additional requirement for
algebras. For example, in US(m) = m, this requirement is forgotten.
iii) For θ : (A,ψA) −→ (B,ψB), ΦM
E
(θ) = (θ, θ̂), where θ̂ : Â −→ B̂ : CS −→ DT and whose component, at
(M,kM) in C
S, is
θ̂(M,kM) = θM
1.5 The 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
The 2-adjunction can be completed, along the previous pair of 2-functors, by giving the following unit and
counit.
i) The component of the unit ηΨΦ : 1AdjR(C) −→ Ψ
M
E
ΦM
E
, on the 0-cell L ⊣ R, is given by
ηΨΦ(L ⊣ R) := (1C,K
RL
D
) = L ⊣ R −→ FRL ⊣ URL
where KRL
D
: D −→ CRL is the comparison functor. The notation for this functor tries to codify as much
its domain as its codomain, in order to minimize possible confusions.
ii) The component of the counit εΦΨ : ΦM
E
ΨM
E
−→ 1Mnd(C), on the 0-cell (C, S) is
εΦΨ(C, S) := (1C, 1S) : (C, S) −→ (C, S)
All of the previous data make the following Proposition.
Proposition 1.5.1 There exists a 2-adjunction
Adj
R
(C) Mnd(C)
ΦME
//
ΨMEoo

2 Adjoint Objects in 2-categories
In this section, the definitions of adjoint objects are developed as much in Adj
R
(C) as in Mnd (C).
2.1 Adjoint Objects in Adj
R
(C)
In this subsection, a characterization of adjoint objects in the 2-category Adj
R
(C) is given. These adjoint
objects corresponds to the usual definition of an adjoint object in a general 2-category A, nevertheless the
definition is reviewed in order to characterize these structures.
Definition 2.1.1 An adjoint object in Adj
R
(C) is comprised of the following.
i) A pair of 1-cells
(J, V, λJV ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R ,
(K,W, λKW ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R .
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ii) A pair of 2-cells called unit and counit, respectively
(ηKJ , ηWV ) : (1C , 1D) −→ (KJ,WV )
(εJK, εVW ) : (JK, V W ) −→ (1X , 1Y)
such that they fulfill the following triangular identities
(εJKJ ◦ JηKJ , εVWV ◦ V ηWV ) = (1J , 1V )
(KεJK ◦ ηKJK, WεVW ◦ ηWVW ) = (1K , 1W )
Similar to Theorem 3.13 in [1], this type of adjoint object can be characterized by the existence of a
natural transformation inverse.
Proposition 2.1.2 Consider the following diagram in Cat, where L ⊣ R and L ⊣ R,
C D
X Y
J
//
Koo
L

R
OO
L

R
OO
V
//
Woo
Consider J ⊣ K, V ⊣ W as classical adjunctions and (J, V, λJV ) a morphism in Adj
R
(C). The following
assertions are equivalent:
i) Exists an adjoint object in Adj
R
(C), where (K,W ) is extended to a 1-cell (K,W, λKW ),
(J, V, λJV ) ⊣ (K,W, λKW ) .
ii) λJV is invertible.
In such a case, λKW is the mate of the inverse of λJV . The natural transformation λKW might be called
adjoint of λJV , the corresponding notation is λKW = ad(λJV)
Proof:
i⇒ ii.
The proposed inverse, for λJV , is the following
γJV = εVWLJ ◦ V λKWJ ◦ V LηKJ (2)
For example,
γJV ◦ λJV = εVWLJ ◦ V λKWJ ◦ V LηKJ ◦ λJV
= εVWLJ ◦ V λKWJ ◦ λJVKJ ◦ LJηKJ
= LεJKJ ◦ LJηKJ = L(εJKJ ◦ JηKJ)
= L1J = 1LJ
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In the third equality, it was used the fact that (εJK, εVW ) is a 2-cell in Adj
R
(C). In the fifth one, the
triangular identity associated to J , for the adjunction J ⊣ K, was applied.
In a similar way, λJV ◦ γJV = 1VL.
ii⇒ i.
Supposing the existence of the inverse, the natural transformation λKW is defined as follows
λKW =WLεJK ◦WγJVK ◦ ηWVLK
That is to say, λKW = KmW ( γ
JV ).
In order for (K,W, λKW ) to be a morphism in Adj
R
(C), the mate of λKW must be an isomorphic natural
transformation. Then, consider the mate of λKW
ρKW := RWεLR ◦RWLεJKR ◦RWγJVKR ◦RηWVLKR ◦ ηRLKR
and its proposed inverse is
δKW := KRεVW ◦KRV εLRW ◦KRλJVRW ◦KηRLJRW ◦ ηKJRW
The equation ρKW ◦ δKW = 1RW is proved as follows.
ρKW ◦ δKW =
RWεLR ◦RWLεJKR ◦RWγJVKR ◦RηWVLKR ◦ ηRLKR ◦KRεVW ◦KRV εLRW ◦
◦KRλJVRW ◦KηRLJRW ◦ ηKJRW
= RWεVW ◦RWV εLRW ◦RWλJVRW ◦RWLεJKRLJRW ◦RWεLR LJRW
RWLJKηRLJRW ◦RWLJηKJRW ◦RWγJVRW ◦RηWVLRW ◦ ηRLRW
= ηRLRW ◦RηWVLRW ◦RWγJVRW ◦RWλJVRW ◦RWV εLRW ◦RWεVW
= ηRLRW ◦RηWVLRW ◦RWV εLRW ◦RWεVW
= 1RW
In the third equality, the triangular identity associated to LJ of the composed adjunction LJ ⊣ KR was
used. In the fifth, the triangular identity associated to RW was applied.
In a similar fashion, it can be proved that δKW ◦ ρKW = 1KR. Therefore, (K,W, λ
KW ) is a morphism, or
1-cell, in Adj
R
(C).
Remains to prove that the pair (ηKJ, ηWV ) : (1C, 1X ) −→ (KJ,WV,Wλ
JV ◦ λKWJ) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R is
a 2-cell in Adj
R
(C). In particular, it is required that
WλJV ◦ λKWJ ◦ LηKJ = ηWVL
Therefore,
WλJV ◦ λKWJ ◦ LηKJ = WλJV ◦WLεJKJ ◦WγJVKJ ◦ ηWVLKJ ◦ LηKJ
= WλJV ◦WL(εJKJ ◦ JηKJ) ◦WγJV ◦ ηWVL
= WλJV ◦WγJV ◦ ηWVL = ηWVL
In the third equality, it was used the triangular identity, of J ⊣ K , associated to J .
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That the pair (εJK, εVW ) : (JK, V W, V λKW ◦ λJVK) : L ⊣ R −→ L ⊣ R is a 2-cell in Adj
R
(C) is
proved similarly. Finally, the triangular identities are fulfilled since composition, and whiskering, of 2-cells
in AdjR(C) are composed, and whiskered, componently as in Cat.

2.2 Adjoint Objects in Mnd(C)
As in the previous section, a detailed account of adjoint objects in the 2-category Mnd(C) is given.
Definition 2.2.1 An adjoint object in Mnd(C) is comprised of the following items:
i) A pair of 1-cells,
(J, ψJ) : (C, S) −→ (D, T ) ,
(K,ψK) : (D, T ) −→ (C, S) .
ii) A pair of 2-cells, the unit and the counit of the adjoint object
ηKJ : (1C , 1S) −→ (KJ,Kψ
J ◦ ψKJ) : (C, S) −→ (C, S)
εJK : (JK, JψK ◦ ψJK) −→ (1D, 1T ) : (D, T ) −→ (D, T )
such that they fulfill the triangular identities
εJKJ ◦ JηKJ = 1J
KεJK ◦ ηKJK = 1K
This type of object can be characterised using the Theorem 3.13 in [1]. However, it is restated and proved
again within the context of this article.
Proposition 2.2.2 Consider the following adjunction J ⊣ K : C −→ D, such that J is part of the 1-cell
(C, S) (D, T )
(J, ψJ ) // (3)
in Mnd(C). Then the following assertions are equivalent:
i) Exists an adjoint object in Mnd(C), where K is extended to a 1-cell (K,ψK),
(J, ψJ) ⊣ (K,ψK)
ii) ψJ is invertible.
in such case, ψK = ad(ψJ).
Proof:
i⇒ ii.
The definition of the inverse ζJ , of ψJ , goes as follows
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ζJ := εJKTJ ◦ JψKJ ◦ JSηKJ
The equality ψJ ◦ ζJ = 1JS is proved
ψJ ◦ ζJ = ψJ ◦ εJKTJ ◦ JψKJ ◦ JSηKJ
= εJKJS ◦ JKψJ ◦ JψKJ ◦ JSηKJ
= εJKJS ◦ JηKJS
= 1JS
In the third equality, it was used the fact that ηKJ is a 2-cell in the 2-category Mnd(C). In the fourth one,
the triangular identity associated to J . The case ζJ ◦ ψJ = 1TJ is done similarly.
ii⇒ i.
Suppose that ψJ has an inverse, ζJ , then ψK is defined as follows
ψK := KTεJK ◦KζJK ◦ ηKJSK
First, it is proved that (K,ψK) : (D, T ) −→ (C, S) is a morphism in Mnd(C). In order to do so, the
compatibility with the products, i.e. ψK ◦ µSK = KµT ◦ ψKT ◦ SψK, is checked.
ψK ◦ µSK = KTεJK ◦KζJK ◦ ηKJSK ◦ µSK
= KTεJK ◦KµTJK ◦KTζJK ◦KζJSK ◦ ηKJSSK
= KµT ◦KTTεJK ◦KTζJK ◦KTεKJJSK ◦KTJηKJSK ◦KζJSK ◦ ηKJSSK
= KµT ◦KTεKJT ◦KζJKT ◦ ηKJSKT ◦ SKTεJK ◦ SKζJK ◦ SηKJSK
= KµT ◦ ψKT ◦ SψK.
If (J, ψJ) : (C, S) −→ (D, T ) is a morphism in Mnd(C), then (J, ζJ) : (C, S) −→ (D, T ) is a morphism in
the Kleisli dual of Mnd(C). In particular, ζJ ◦ JµS = µTJ ◦ TζJ ◦ ζJS. This compatibility was used for the
second equality. In the fifth equality, it was used the J triangular identity and the definition of ψK.
The compatibility of the units is left to the reader.
Next, it is needed that ηKJ : (1C, 1S) −→ (KJ,Kψ
J ◦ψKJ) : (C, S) −→ (C, S), be a 2-cell in Mnd(C), i.e.
the following equality takes place KψJ ◦ ψKJ ◦ SηKJ = ηKJS.
KψJ ◦ ψKJ ◦ SηKJ = KψJ ◦KTεJKJ ◦KζJKJ ◦ ηKJSKJ ◦ SηKJ
= KψJ ◦KTεJKJ ◦KTJηKJ ◦KζJ ◦ ηKJS
= KψJ ◦KζJ ◦ ηKJS
= ηKJS
In the third equality, it was used the triangular identity associated to J . In the fourth one, the fact that ζJ
is the inverse of ψJ was applied.
Likewise, εJK : (JK, JψK ◦ ψJK) −→ (1D, 1T ) : (D, T ) −→ (D, T ) is a 2-cell in Mnd(C). Since the
composition of 2-cells in Mnd(C), and the whiskering, is done as in the subjacent 2-category Cat, then the
triangular identities are fulfilled.
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In Example 3.12 in [1], the lift of an adjunction corresponds to an adjoint object in Mnd(C). For exam-
ple, conditions 3a-3d correspond to G and V , along with ζ and ξ, being morphisms in Mnd(C) and 3e-3f
are the requirements for the unit and counit (h, e) being 2-cells in the same 2-category.
The results on adjoint objects, using the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
, can be combined. Take the 0-cells
F S ⊣ US in Adj
R
(C) and (D, T ) in Mnd(C). Therefore, there exists an isomorphism of categories, natural
in F S ⊣ US and (D, T )
HomAdjR(C)
(
F S ⊣ US,ΨM
E
(D, T )
)
∼= HomMnd(C)(Φ
M
E
(F S ⊣ US), (D, T ))
in particular, there is a bijection between adjoint objects inside each category. If we take into account the
proofs of Proposition 2.1.2 and Proposition 2.2.2 and the previous isomorphism of categories, we are left,
without any need of a proof, with the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3 The following statements are equivalent
i) There exist adjoint objects in Mnd(C) of the form
(C, S) (D, T )
(J, ψJ )
//
(K, ψK)oo
ii) There exist adjoint objects in Adj
R
(C) of the form
C D
CS DT
J
//
Koo
FT

UT
OO
FS

US
OO
Ĵ
//
K̂oo
iii) The natural transformation ψJ : TJ −→ JS is invertible.
iv) The natural transformation λJĴ : F TJ −→ ĴF S is invertible.

3 Left Hopf 1-cells and Parametric Adjoint Objects in Adj
R
(C)
Recalling that the main objective in this article is to characterize parametric adjoint objects as much in
Adj
R
(C) as in Mnd(C) and relate them through the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
, therefore the definition and
characterization of these structures in Cat has to be given.
3.1 Preliminars
The definition of a parametric adjunction is recalled along with the corresponding theorem that characterizes
it, [4].
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Definition 3.1.1 Consider the following categories P, C and D. A parametric adjunction, by P, is a pair
of functors of the form
F : C × P −→ D,
G : Pop ×D −→ C,
such that for any P in P, there is an adjunction FP ⊣ GP and, for p : P −→ Q, a conjugate morphism of
adjunctions p˜ : FP ⊣ GP −→ FQ ⊣ GQ. This parametric adjunction can be denoted as F ⊣ P G : C −→ D.
Now, the corresponding characterizing theorem.
Theorem 3.1.2 Consider a functor F : C × P −→ D such that for every P in P there exists a functor
GP : D −→ C and an adjunction
C D
FP
//
GPoo
Therefore, exists a unique G : Pop ×D −→ C such that for P
G(P,∼) := GP
and for pop : P ′ −→ P , in Pop, a natural transformation
G(pop,∼) : GP ′ −→ GP ,
further denoted as Gpop , such that
Gpop = GP ε
FGP ′ ◦GPFpGP ′ ◦ η
GFPGP ′ .

The departure from the parametric adjoint objects in Cat to the 2-category realm is given by the
comonoidal adjunction, cf. [5], and the Hopf adjunction, cf. [1]
Definition 3.1.3 A comonoidal adjunction is defined as an adjunction L ⊣ R : C −→ D where C and D
are monoidal categories and L and R are comonoidal functors and the unit and counit ηRL : 1C −→ RL and
εLR : LR −→ 1D are natural comonoidal transformations.
In [3] there is a characterization of this comonoidal adjunctions.
Proposition 3.1.4 The following statements are equivalent
i) The adjunction L ⊣ R : C −→ D is comonoidal.
ii) The following diagram
C × C C
D × D D
L×L

R×R
OO
⊗D
//
⊗C //
L

R
OO
is a 1-cell, (⊗C ,⊗D, λ
⊗CD) , in Adj
R
(C).
Let us remember the definition of a Hopf operator in order to start the extension of this concepts to the
context of 2-categories.
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Definition 3.1.5 Let L ⊣ R : C −→ D be a comonoidal adjunction. The left Hopf operator, H is the
following natural transformation
H(λ⊗CD) : ⊗D(L× ε
LR) ◦ λ⊗CD(C ×R) : C × D −→ D (4)
C × D C × C C
D ×D D
L×D
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
⊗D
//
C×R //
L×L

⊗C //
L

λ⊗CD

L×εLR

3.2 Hopf 1-cells
The objective of this section is to extend the definition of a parametric adjunction to the 2-category of
adjunctions Adj
R
(C).
Consider a 1-cell in Adj
R
(C) of the form (J, V, λJV ) : L× L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R
C × P D
X ×Q Y
L×L˜

R×R˜
OO
V
//
J //
L

R
OO
Suppose that the functors J : C ×P −→ D and V : X ×Q −→ Y are part of classical parametric adjunc-
tions, namely J ⊣P K and V ⊣Q W . There is no immediate translation of a parametric adjoint object to
the 2-category Adj
R
(C) due to a little obstacle. The problem arises with the possible definition of the 1-cell
(K,W, λKW ) where the opposite adjunction, for L˜ ⊣ R˜, R˜op ⊣ L˜op : Qop −→ Pop change the domain and the
codomain, therefore a 1-cell of the form (K,W, λKW ) cannot be defined.
Hence, the objective can be changed to the study of what extension a parametric adjunction can be
reasoning within the 2-category Adj
R
(C). For that, the following modifications of definitions, in [1], can be
given.
Definition 3.2.1 Let (J, V, λJV ) : L × L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R be a 1-cell in Adj
R
(C). A left Hopf operator
H on (J, V, λJV ) is a 1-cell in Adj
R
(C) of the form
H(J, V, λJV ) := (J(C × R˜), V,H(λJV )) : L×Q ⊣ R ×Q −→ L ⊣ R
where H(λJV ) is the following natural transformation
C × Q C × P D
X ×Q Y
L×Q
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
V
//
C×R˜ //
L×L˜

J //
L

λJV

L×εL˜R˜

that is to say
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H(λJV ) = (L× εL˜R˜) ·p λ
JV = V (L × εL˜R˜) ◦ λJV (C × R˜) . (5)
Definition 3.2.2 A left Hopf 1-cell in Adj
R
(C),
(J, V, λJV ) : L× L˜ ⊣ R× R˜ −→ L ⊣ R,
is such that H(λJV ) is invertible. In such a case, the inverse is denoted as N(λJV ).
Consider a left Hopf 1-cell in Adj
R
(C), (J, V, λJV ), therefore its left Hopf operator is invertible and so is
the following natural transformation, for any Q in Q,
C C × 1 C × Q C × P D
X X × 1 X ×Q X ×Q Y
L

ρ−1X
//
X×EQ
//
1X×1Q
//
V
//
ρ−1C // C×EQ // C×R˜ // J //
L

L×1

L×Q

L×L˜
 
L×εL˜R˜

λJV

The functor EQ stands for evaluation at Q in Q. The previous natural transformation can be written as
follows
C D
X Y
L

VQ
//
J
R˜Q //
L

λJVR˜Q

Remark: If J ⊣P K then J(C × R˜) ⊣Q K(R˜
op ×D).
Due to the previous remark, there are two parametric adjunctions on Q, J(C × R˜) ⊣Q K(R˜
op ×D) and
V ⊣Q W with corresponding adjunctions JR˜Q ⊣ KR˜Q and VQ ⊣WQ, for any Q in Q, such that
(JR˜Q, VQ, λ
JVR˜Q)
is a 1-cell in Adj
R
(C) and λJVR˜Q is invertible. If Proposition 2.1.2 is recalled for this situation, there exists
an adjoint object in Adj
R
(C)
(JR˜Q, VQ, λ
JVR˜Q) ⊣ (KR˜Q,WQ, λ
KWR˜Q)
where λKWR˜Q = ad(λJVR˜Q).
The natural transformation λKWR˜Q : LKR˜Q −→WQL : D −→ X can be extended to a dinatural transfor-
mation of the form
λKWR˜ : LK(R˜op ×D) −→W (Qop × L) : Qop ×D −→ X
This claim is stated as the following proposition
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Proposition 3.2.3 In the previous context, there exists a dinatural transformation of the form
λKWR˜ : LK(R˜op ×D) −→W (Qop × L) : Qop ×D −→ X
defined, on (Q,D) in Qop×D, as λKWR˜(Q,D) := λKWR˜QD and such that for any (qop, d) : (Q′, D) −→ (Q,D′)
in Qop ×D, the following diagram commutes
LK(R˜Q′, D′) W (Q′, LD′)
LK(R˜Q′, D) W (Q,LD′)
LK(R˜Q,D) W (Q,LD)
LK((R˜q)op,D) %%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
λKWR˜(Q,D)
//
W (Q,Ld)
99rrrrrrrrrr
LK(R˜Q′,d)
99rrrrrrrrrr
λKWR˜(Q′,D′) //
W (qop,LD′)
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
Proof :
First, recall that
K
(
(R˜q)op,∼
)
:= KR˜Qε
JKR˜Q′ ◦KR˜QJR˜qKR˜Q′ ◦ η
KJR˜QKR˜Q′
since J(C × R˜) ⊣Q K(R˜
op × D). There exists a similar expression for W (qop,∼). Second, the following
equation takes place due to the naturality of all of the involved components
WQLd ·WQε
VWQ′LD ·WQVqWQ′LD · η
WVQWQ′LD · λ
KWR˜QD =
WQε
VWQ′LD′ ·WQVqWQ′LD
′ · ηWVQWQ′LD
′ · λKWR˜Q
′
D′ · LKR˜Q′d
Therefore, it is left to prove that the following equation takes place
λKWR˜QD · LKR˜Qε
JKR˜Q′ · LKR˜QJR˜qKR˜Q′D · Lη
KJR˜QKR˜Q′D
=WQε
VWQ′LD ·WQVqWQ′LD · η
WVQWQ′LD · λ
KWR˜Q′D
This is done by the following process:
λKWR˜QD · LKR˜Qε
JKR˜Q′ · LKR˜QJR˜qKR˜Q′D · Lη
KJR˜QKR˜Q′D
= λKWR˜QD · LKR˜Qε
JKR˜Q′ · LK(R˜q)opJR˜Q′KR˜Q′D · Lη
KJR˜Q′KR˜Q′D
= λKWR˜QD · LK(R˜q)opD ·KR˜Q′ε
JKR˜Q′D · ηKJR˜Q
′
KR˜Q′D
= λKWR˜QD · LK(R˜q)opD =WqopLD · λ
KWR˜Q′D
=WQε
VWQLD · ηWVQWQLD ·WqopLD · λ
KWR˜Q′D
=WQε
VWQLD ·WQVQWqopLD · η
WVQWQ′LD · λ
KWR˜Q′D
=WQε
VWQ′LD ·WQVqWQ′LD · η
WVQWQ′LD · λ
KWR˜Q′D
The first equality takes place due to the Proposition 3.1.2 where JR˜q andK(R˜q)op are conjugate morphisms.
The third one, uses the triangular identity associated to KR˜Q. The fourth one, is due to the fact that
(Vq,Wqop) is a 2-cell in AdjR(C). The fifth one uses the triangular identity associated to WQ. The seventh
is related to the fact that Vq and Wqop are conjugate. The rest of the equalities have to do with an involved
naturality and therefore the details are spare for those.
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The mate of λKWR˜Q, ρKWR˜Q, and the inverse of this last one ̺KWR˜Q can also be extended to a dinatural
transformation.
Corollary 3.2.4 The transformation defined, for (Q, Y ) in Qop × Y, as
̺KWR˜(Q, Y ) := ̺KWR˜QY
is dinatural, i.e. for any (qop, y) in Qop × Y, the following diagram commutes
RW (Q′, Y ′) K(R˜Q′, RY ′)
RW (Q′, Y ) K(R˜Q,RY ′)
RW (Q, Y ) K(R˜Q,RY )
RW (qop,Y ) %%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
̺KWR˜(Q,Y )
//
K(R˜Q,Ry)
99rrrrrrrrrr
RW (Q′, y)
99rrrrrrrrrrr
̺KWR˜(Q′,Y ′) //
K((R˜q)op,RY ′)
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲

The inverse of the mate of the dinatural transformation λKWR˜ is the dinatural transformation ̺KWR˜ then
the following is a 1-cell in Adj
R
(C)
(K(R˜op ×D),W, λKWR˜) : Qop × L ⊣ Qop ×R −→ L ⊣ R
Therefore, using a left Hopf 1-cell, an object similar to a parametric adjunction could be obtained. This
result is summarized, and the corresponding process, into the following statement and definition.
Theorem 3.2.5 Consider a left Hopf 1-cell of the form
(J, V, λJV ) : L× L˜ ⊣ R× R˜ −→ L ⊣ R
and a pair of classical parametric adjunctions J ⊣P K and V ⊣Q W . Then we have
i) (J(C × R˜), V, λJVR˜) : L×Q ⊣ R×Q −→ L ⊣ R.
ii) (K(R˜op ×D),W, λKWR˜) : Qop × L ⊣ Qop ×R −→ L ⊣ R.
as 1-cells in Adj
R
(C) and for each Q in Q, an adjoint object
(JR˜Q, VQ, λ
JVR˜Q) ⊣ (KR˜Q,WQ, λ
KWR˜Q)
Therefore, this structure might be defined as a Hopf parametric adjoint object, in Adj
R
(C), and denoted
as
(
J(C × R˜), V, λJVR˜
)
⊣Q
(
K(R˜op ×D),W, λKWR˜
)

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3.3 The Antipode
Similar to the definition of an antipode in [1], the following corollary is stated in order to define this concept
for a left Hopf 1-cell.
Corollary 3.3.1 The following transformation
ψKR˜ := ̺KWR˜ ·p λ
KWR˜ = ̺KWR˜(Qop × L) ◦RλKWR˜ : RLK(R˜op ×D) −→ K(R˜op ×RL)
is dinatural.
According to [1], there is a certain bijection of dinatural transformations, which is now rewritten in this
context for a left Hopf 1-cell in Adj
R
(C).
Proposition 3.3.2 There is a bijection between the following dinatural transformations
i) ψKR˜ : RLK(R˜op ×D) −→ K(R˜op ×RL) : Qop × D −→ C.
ii) σKR˜ : RLK(R˜opL˜op ×D) −→ K(Pop ×RL) : Pop ×D −→ C.
This last dinatural transformation is called antipode.

4 Left Hopf 1-cells and Parametric Adjoint Objects in Mnd(C)
In this chapter, the definitions made in the previous section are recalled but this time monads are used. The
objective, in this section as in the whole article, is to give an extension of a classical parametric adjunction
J ⊣P K within the 2-categorical context of Mnd(C).
4.1 Hopf 1-cells
Consider for this case the following 0-cells (C, S), (D, T ) and (P , E). For any functor J : C × P −→ D one
can think of a 1-cell, in Mnd(C), of the form
(J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T )
If one wishes to construct a parametric adjoint object then there must exist a functor K : Pop×D −→ C
that can be extended to a 1-cell inMnd(C), but such an extension presents a problem. Since E is a monad on
P , Eop is a comonad on Pop, therefore it cannot be proposed a 1-cell (K,ψK) : (Pop×D, Eop×T ) −→ (C, S),
neither inMnd(C) or in the comonad dual ofMnd(C) in order to complete a possible parametric adjunction.
In the same way as before, a modification of the functors J and K has to be made in order to achive the
proposed objective.
Definition 4.1.1 Consider a 1-cell, in Mnd(C), of the form
(J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T )
The left Hopf operator on (J, ψJ) is the following 1-cell in Mnd(C)
H(J, ψJ) := (J(C × UE), H(ψJ)) = (J(C × UE), S × PE) −→ (D, T )
where H(ψJ) is the following natural tranformation
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C × PE C × P D
C × P D
S×UE
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
J
//
C×UE //
S×E

J //
T

ψJ

S×UEεFUE

that is to say,
H(ψJ) = (S × UEεFUE) ·p ψ
J = J(S × UEεFUE) ◦ ψJ(C × UE)
Definition 4.1.2 Consider a 1-cell (J, ψJ) : (C×P , S×E) −→ (D, T ) in Mnd(C). The left fusion operator
is the following 1-cell in Mnd(C)
F(J, ψJ) := (J(C × E), F (ψJ)) = (J(C × E), S × P) −→ (D, T )
where F (ψJ) is the following natural transformation
C × P C × P D
C × P D
S×E
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
J
//
C×E //
S×E

J //
T

ψJ

S×µE

that is to say
F (ψJ) = (S × µE) ·p ψ
J = J(S × µE) ◦ ψJ(C × E)
Definition 4.1.3 A left Hopf 1-cell, in Mnd(C), is of the form (J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T ) such
that H(ψJ) is invertible. In such case, the inverse is denoted as N(ψJ).
Definition 4.1.4 A left fusion 1-cell, in Mnd(C), (J, ψJ) : (C ×P , S×E) −→ (D, T ) is such that F (ψJ) is
invertible. In such case, the inverse is denoted as G(ψJ).
Remark: Later on, it will be checked that the Hopf and fusion 1-cell will be equivalent, which in turn
will ease the difference with the Hopf monad definition on [1].
Consider a classical parametric adjunction J ⊣P K and a left Hopf 1-cell (J, ψ
J) : (C × P , S × E) −→
(D, T ). Since H(ψJ) is invertible so is the following natural transformation for any (M,kM).
C C × 1 C × PE C × P D
C C × 1 C × PE C × PE Y
S

ρ−1C
//
C×EMk
//
C×UE
//
J
//
ρ−1C // C×EMk // C×U
E
// J //
S×1

S×PE

S×E

T

S×UEεFUE

ψJ

The previous invertible natural transformation is denoted as ψJUE(M,kM) or
ψJM : TJM −→ JMS : C −→ D,
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Remark: If J ⊣P K then J(C × U
E) ⊣PE K(U
E
op
×D).
For any Eilenberg-Moore algebra (M,kM), there is an adjunction JM ⊣ KM such that the following is a
1-cell in Mnd(C)
(JM , ψ
JM) : (C, S) −→ (D, T )
and ψJM is invertible. If the Proposition 2.2.2 is applied, an adjoint object in Mnd(C) is obtained
(JM , ψ
JM) ⊣ (KM , ψ
KM)
where ψKM = ad(ψJM). The last natural transformation can be further extended.
Proposition 4.1.5 The transformation ψKM , on (M,kM), can be extended to the following dinatural trans-
formation
ψKUE : SK(UE
op
×D) −→ K(UE
op
×D)((PE)op × T ) : (PE)op ×D −→ C.
Proof:
Define ψKUE for
(
(M,kM), D
)
, in (PE)op ×D, as
ψKUE
(
(M,kM ), D
)
:= ψKMD.
The proof of the commutativity for the corresponding morphism pop : (M ′, kM′) −→ (M,kM) is left to the
reader.

In the context of the previous Proposition, the dinatural transformation can be denoted as ψKUE :=
ad(H(ψJ)) or ψKUE := H♯(ψJ).
The previous proccess can be summarized into the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1.6 Consider a classical parametric adjunction J ⊣P K and a left Hopf 1-cell in Mnd(C) of
the form
(J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T )
Then the following
i) (J(C × UE), ψJUE) : (C × PE, S × PE) −→ (D, T ),
ii) (K(UE
op
×D), ψKUE) :
(
(PE)op ×D, (PE)op × T
)
−→ (C, S)
are 1-cells in Mnd(C) and for each (M,kM) in P
E there is an adjoint object
(JM , ψ
JM) ⊣ (KM , ψ
KM)
Therefore, this structure might be defined as a Hopf parametric adjoint object, in Mnd(C), and denoted
as
(J(C × UE), ψJUE) ⊣PE (K(U
Eop ×D), ψKUE)

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4.2 Antipode
Analogous to the bijection in Proposition 3.3.2, consider the dinatural transformation
ψKUE : SK(UE
op
× 1D) −→ K(U
Eop × 1D)(P
op × T )
whisker it with the functor FE
op
×D and compose it with the natural transformation K(εUFE
op
× T ) to get
σ := K(εUFE
op
× T ) ◦ ψKUE(FE
op
×D) : SK(Eop ×D) −→ K(Pop× T ) : Pop ×D −→ C
whose component at (P,D) in Pop ×D, noting that εUFE
op
P = (ηFUEP )op = (ηEP )op, is
σK(P,D) = K
(
(ηEP )op, TD
)
· ψKUE((EP, (µEP )op), D)
therefore, σK(P,D) : SK(EP,D) −→ K(P, TD).
In [1], A. Brugieres et. al. called this natural transformation (left) antipode. As pointed out by them,
there is a bijection between the dinatural transformations ψKUE and σK, where the inverse of the bijection
acts on σK as follows
ι := σK(UE
op
×D) ◦ SK(ηFUE
op
×D) : SK(UE
op
×D) −→ K(UE
op
×D)
whose component at the object
(
(M,kM), D
)
, noting that ηFUE
op
(M,kM) = (ε
FUE(M,kM))
op = (kM)
op, is
ι
(
(M,kM ), D
)
= σK(M,D) · SK(kop
M
, D) : SK(M,D) −→ K(M,TD)
reminiscent of the properties for ψKUE , as a 1-cell in Mnd(C), the equations that fulfills this antipode are
the following
σK ◦ µSK(Eop ×D) = K(1∗ × µ
T ) ◦ σK(1∗ × T ) ◦ Sσ
K(Eop ×D) ◦ SSK
(
(µE)opD
)
σK ◦ ηSK(Eop ×D) = K(εUFE
op
× ηT ) = K
(
(ηE)op × ηT
)
Compare these equations with those equivalent as in Proposition 3.8.b, [1].
5 Left Hopf 1-cells through the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
5.1 Comparing Hopf 1-cells
Consider the 1-cell (J, V, λJV ) : L × L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R in Adj
R
(C). This induces a 1-cell in Mnd(C)
of the form ΦM
E
(J, V, λJV ) = (J,Φ(λJV )) = (J, ̺JV (L × L˜) ◦ RλJV ), where ̺JV is the inverse of the mate
ρJV = R×R˜mR(λ
JV ). Therefore
H(Φ(λJV )) = H(̺JV (L× L˜) ◦RλJV )
= J(RL× R˜εL˜R˜) ◦ ̺JV (L× L˜)(C × R˜) ◦RλJV (C × R˜)
= ̺JV (L×Q) ◦R
(
V (L× εL˜R˜) ◦ λJV (C × R˜)
)
= ̺JV (L×Q) ◦RH(λJV ) = Φ(H(λJV ))
where the last equality takes place since R×R˜mR(λ
JV ) = R×QmR(H(λ
JV )). Then, the following proposition
can be stated.
Proposition 5.1.1 Consider the 1-cell (J, V, λJV ) : L × L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R in Adj
R
(C), such that R
reflects isomorphisms, then the following statements are equivalent:
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i) H(λJV ) is invertible, i.e. the 1-cell is left Hopf in Adj
R
(C).
ii) H(Φ(λJV )) is invertible, i.e. the induced 1-cell Φ(λJV ) is left Hopf in Mnd(C).
Proof :
i)⇒ ii)
If H(λJV ) is invertible, so is ̺JV (L × Q) ◦ RH(λJV ) = Φ(H(λJV )) and the conclusion follows from the
previous equality.
ii)⇒ i)
If H(Φ(λJV )) is invertible so is ρJV (L × Q) ◦ H(Φ(λJV )) = RH(λJV ), since R reflects isomorphisms
H(λJV ) is invertible.

The inverses are related as follows
N(Φ(λJV )) = RN(λJV ) ◦ ρJV (L×Q)
5.2 Hopf Parametric Adjunctions through the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
Using the unit of the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
for the 1-cell (J(C × R˜), V,H(λJV )) the following proposition
can be stated.
Proposition 5.2.1 Consider the following list:
i) L ⊣ R : C −→ X and the induced monad (C, S).
ii) L ⊣ R : D −→ Y and the induced monad (D, T ).
iii) L˜ ⊣ R˜ : P −→ Q and the induced monad (P , E).
and suppose that (J, V, λJV ), is a Hopf 1-cell. Therefore, there exists the following pair of commuting dia-
gramms in Adj
R
(C)
C × Q D
X ×Q Y
C ×Q D
CS ×Q1Q DT
J(C×R˜) //
L

R
OO
L×Q

R×Q
OO
V
//
J(C×R˜) //
FT

UT
OO
FS×F 1Q

US×U1Q
OO
[J(C×R˜)]Hψ
//
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
K
S
X×K
1Q
Q
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
K
T
Y
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
Qop ×D C
Qop × Y X
Qop ×D C
(Qop)1Qop ×DT CS
K(R˜op×D) //
L

R
OO
Q
op
×L

Q
op
×R
OO
W
//
K(R˜op×D) //
FS

US
OO
F 1∗×FT

U1∗×UT
OO
[K(R˜op×D)]H♯ψ
//
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
❊❊
❊❊
K
T
Y×K
1∗
Qop
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
K
S
X
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊

Consider the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
, this structure gives particular classes of isomorphisms of categories.
Certain 0-cells are chosen in order to get an adequate isomorphism, for example, consider the following
monads, 0-cells in Mnd(C), (C, S), (P , E) and (D, T ) and construct the 0-cells F S × FE ⊣ US × UE and
F T ⊣ UT , in Adj
R
(C), therefore exists the following isomorphism of categories
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HomAdjR(C)
(
F S × PE ⊣ US × PE, F T ⊣ UT
)
∼= HomMnd(C)
(
(C × PE, S × PE), (D, T )
)
Similar isomorphisms exists for combinations of the 0-cells (PE)op×F T ⊣ (PE)op×UT , F T ⊣ UT and F S ⊣ US.
The following theorem can come forth which combines, through the 2-adjunction ΦM
E
⊣ ΨM
E
and the
corresponding isomorphisms, the parametric adjoint objects in Theorem 3.2.5 and Theorem 4.1.6.
Theorem 5.2.2 Consider a left Hopf 1-cell (J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T ) in Mnd(C) whose functor
is part of a classical parametric adjunction J ⊣P K. Therefore, there exists a bijection between the following
structures
i) Hopf parametric adjunctions, in Adj
R
(C), of the form
(
J(C × UE),
[
J(C × UE)
]Hψ
, λJHψ
)
⊣PE
(
K(UE
op
×D),
[
K(UE
op
×D)
]H♯ψ
, λKH♯ψ
)
ii) Hopf parametric adjunctions, in Mnd(C), of the form
(
J(C × UE), H(ψJ)
)
⊣PE
(
K(UE
op
×D), H♯(ψJ)
)
6 Lifting parametric adjunctions
In order to lift a classical parametric adjunction, to some Eilenberg-Moore categories of algebras, there are
some further discussion and calculations to be done.
6.1 Hopf and Fusion 1-cells
Consider the 1-cell (J, V, λJV ) : L × L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R. Similar to the relation of the Hopf operators,
there is the following relation between the fusion and Hopf operators
F (Φ(λJV )) =
(
̺JV ·p H(λ
JV )
)
(C × L˜) (6)
The following lemma is required.
Lemma 6.1.1 Given an adjunction of the form L˜ ⊣ R˜ : P −→ Q and a natural transformation α : AR˜ −→
BR˜, where A and B are arbitrary parallel functors, with domain Q. Therefore, α is invertible if αL˜ is so.
In this case the inverse of the component αQ is the following
α−1Q = AR˜εL˜R˜Q · (αL˜)−1R˜Q · BηR˜L˜R˜Q (7)
Proof :
The proof is similar to the Lemma 2.19 given in [1] but this time the following split fork is used
R˜L˜R˜L˜R˜Q R˜L˜R˜Q R˜Q
R˜L˜R˜εL˜R˜Q
//
R˜εL˜R˜L˜R˜Q // R˜ε
L˜R˜Q //

The following proposition can be written.
Proposition 6.1.2 Consider the 1-cell (J, V, λJV ) : L × L˜ ⊣ R × R˜ −→ L ⊣ R, such that R reflects
isomorphisms, then the following statements are equivalent
i) H(λJV ) is invertible, i.e. the 1-cell is left Hopf in Adj
R
(C).
ii) F (Φ(λJV )) is invertible, i.e. the 1-cell is left fusion in Mnd(C).
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Proof :
i)⇒ ii) Clear by taking into consideration (6).
ii)⇒ i) In order to use the previous lemma, take C in C and the natural transformation α is given by
(
̺JV ·p H(λ
JV )
)
(C,∼) : RLJ(C, R˜) −→ J(RLC, R˜),
therefore ̺JV ·p H(λ
JV ) is invertible and so is RH(λJV ), since R reflects isomorphisms H(λJV ) is also
invertible.

The inverses are related as follows
RN(λJV ) ◦ ρJV (L ×Q) = RLJ(C × R˜εL˜˜R) ◦G(Φ(λJV ))(C × R˜) ◦ J(RL× ηR˜˜LR˜)
The reader is compelled to check the same expression in Lemma 2.18 [1].
Corollary 6.1.3 Consider a 1-cell (J, ψJ) : (C × P , S × E) −→ (D, T ). Therefore F (ψJ) is invertible iff
H(Ψ(ψJ)) is invertible, i.e. the 1-cell is Hopf iff is fusionable.
This corollary allows the author to keep using the adjective Hopf without losing the generality of the
results.
6.2 Hopf Parametric Liftings
Without any further ado, the main Theorem of the article is stated and proved.
Theorem 6.2.1 Consider a parametric adjunction J ⊣P K, and 0-cells in Mnd(C) of the form (C, S),
(D, T ) and (P , E). There is a bijection between the following structures
i) Parametric Adjoint Liftings Ĵ ⊣PE K̂, where (J, Ĵ , λ
JĴ) is a Hopf 1-cell in Adj
R
(C). This lifted
parametric adjunction makes the following diagrams commutative
C × P D
CS × PE DT
US×UE
OO
J //
Ĵ
//
UT
OO P
op ×D C
(PE)op ×DT CS
UE
op
×UT
OO
K //
K̂
//
US
OO
ii) Hopf parametric adjunctions of the form
(J(C × UE), H(ψJ)) ⊣PE
(
K(UE
op
×D), ψKUE
)
where ψKUE = ad(H(ψJ))
Proof :
Induce the following left Hopf 1-cell (J, ψJ) : (C ×P , S×E) −→ (D, T ) in Mnd(C), where ψJ := Φ(λJĴ).
According to Theorem 5.2.2 there is a bijection between
·) Hopf parametric adjunctions in Mnd(C) of the form
(
J(C × UE), H(ψJ)
)
⊣PE
(
K(UE
op
×D), H♯(ψJ)
)
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·) Hopf parametric adjunctions in Adj
R
(C) of the form
(
J(C × UE), [J(C × UE)]Hψ, λJHψ
)
⊣PE
(
K(UE
op
×D), [K(UE
op
×D)]H♯ψ, λKH♯ψ
)
Taking into account this result, the bijection can be given as follows.
The first lifting diagram can be seen as a 1-cell (J, Ĵ , λJĴ) in Adj
R
(C) and the following 1-cell can be
constructed (J(C × UE), Ĵ , H(λJĴ)) : F S × PE ⊣ US × PE −→ F T ⊣ UT . Using the Proposition 5.2.1 with
this last 1-cell the commutative diagram can be obtained
CS × PE DT
CS × (PE)1∗ DT
1
CS
×F 1∗

[J(C×UE)]Hψ
//
Ĵ //
1
DT

A similar argument, for the 1-cell (K(UE
op
×D), K̂), gives the following commutative diagram
(PE)op ×DT CS
(PE
op
)1∗ × CS CS
F 1∗×1
DT

[K(UE
op
×D)]H♯ψ
//
K̂ //
1
CS

These two last diagrams give the bijection of the forgetful diagrams with the components of the Hopf
parametric adjunction in Adj
R
(C).

6.3 Hopf monads on monoidal categories
Consider the case a closed monoidal category (C,⊗,, I). In [3], there is a bijection between monoidal
liftings, 1-cells in (⊗, ⊗̂, λ⊗⊗̂) : (F S × F S, US × US) −→ (F S ⊣ US) in Adj
R
(C), and opmonoidal monads,
1-cells (⊗, ψ⊗) : (C × C, S × S) −→ S in Mnd(C).
If the closure functor is to be lifted when (⊗, ⊗̂, λ⊗⊗̂) is a Hopf 1-cell, the previous calculations show that
(J(C × UE), [J(C × UE)]Hψ , λJHψ) = (⊗(C × US), [⊗(C × US)]Hψ, λ⊗Hψ) ∼= (⊗, ⊗̂, λ⊗⊗̂)
(K(UE
op
×D), [K(UE
op
×D)]H♯ψ , λKH♯ψ) = ((US
op
× C), [(US
op
× C)]H♯ψ , λH♯ψ)
are the corresponding liftings, where ψ = Φ(λ⊗⊗̂).
7 Conclusions and further work
This article was intended to explore more examples in classic monad theory in order to prove, what the
author considers, the relevance of the 2-adjunctions of the type Adj-Mnd. This relevance will be significant
if the recollection of a numerous quantity of useful examples is done.
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The development of the article only used the left definition, nevertheless, the author hopes that the right
and the left-right case can be completed without any complication whatsoever.
As far as further work is concerned, there is a pair of possible connections. The first one, is to take the
framework of multivariable adjunctions in [2] for further analysis using the 2-adjunction and the parametric
objects already defined.
Second, there might be a further development on categorical duality provided by this parametric objects.
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